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Abstract
We investigate Kantian equilibria in finite normal form games, a class
of non-Nashian, morally motivated courses of action that was recently
proposed in the economics literature. We highlight a number of problems with such equilibria, including computational intractability, a high
price of miscoordination, and expensive/problematic extension to general
normal form games. We point out that such a proper generalization will
likely involve the concept of program equilibrium. Finally we propose
some general, intuitive, computationally tractable, other-regarding equilibria related to Kantian equilibria, as well as a class of courses of action
that interpolates between purely self-regarding and Kantian behavior.
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Introduction

Game Theory is widely regarded as the main conceptual foundation of strategic
behavior. The promise behind its explosive development (at the crossroads of
Economics and Computer Science) is that of understanding the dynamics of
human agents and societies and, equally importantly, of guiding the engineering
of artiﬁcial agents, ultimately capable of realistic, human-like, courses of action. Yet, it is clear that the main models of Game Theory, primarily based on
the self-interested, rational actor model, and exempliﬁed by the concept of Nash
equilibria, are not realistic representations of the richness of human interactions.
Concepts such as bounded rationality [Sim97], and the limitations they impose
on the computational complexity of agents’ cognitive models [vRBKW19] can
certainly account for some of this diﬀerence. But this is hardly the only possible explanation: People behave diﬀerently from ideal economic agents not
because they would be irrational [Ari10], but because many instances of human
interactions are cooperative, rather than competitive [Tom09], guided by social
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norms such as reciprocity, fairness and inequity-aversion [BG13], often involving networked minds, rather than utility maximization performed in isolation
[Gin16], guided by moral considerations [Tom16] or by other behaviors that are
not purely self-regarding, including altruism [HS13] and spite [CK08, CM16].
Moral considerations (should) interact substantially with game theory: indeed, the latter ﬁeld has been used to propose a reconstruction of moral philosophy [Bin94, B+ 94, Bin05]; conversely, some philosophers have gone as far
as to claim that we need a moral equilibrium theory [Tal98]. Whether that’s
true or not, it is a fact that homo economicus, the Nash optimizer of economics,
is increasingly complemented by a rich emerging typology of human behavior [Gin20], that also contains (in Gintis’s words) ”homo socialis, the otherregarding agent who cares about fairness, reciprocity, and the well-being of
others, and homo moralis [1 ] ... the Aristotelian bearer of nonconsequentialist
character virtues” [2 ]. These claims are well-documented experimentally: for
instance, Fischbacher et al. [FGF01] investigated the percent of people having
self-regarding preferences in a public goods game, showing that it is in the range
of 30-40%, while the remaining were either other-regarding or moral agents.
Insofar as artiﬁcial agents (will) interact with humans, such concerns are
highly relevant to the design of multiagent systems as well. Similar ideas have,
indeed, been expressed before: to give just a couple of examples, in [Kam13]
a challenge was made ”to cure robot autism”. To accomplish this one would
need (according to [Kam13]) to ”build better socially-capable robots by relying
on general social intelligence building blocks, built into the brains of robots,
rather than grafted on per mission”. Rong and Halpern [HR10, RH13] have
investigated some interesting ”cooperative equilibria”. Closer to the present,
in their prize-winning Blue-Sky paper from AAMAS’20 Dignum and Dignum
[DD20] explicitly note that, for multiagent systems purposes, agent rationality
is not suﬃcient to model human behavior, ”which is based on split second
decisions, on habits, on social conventions and power structures”. Such non-selfregarding behaviors call for game-theoretic formalizations: A standard approach
(e.g. [FS99]) is to encode moral/other-regarding considerations as externalities
into agents’ perceived utilities, that may lead them away from straightforward
maximization of their material payoﬀs. However, such a speciﬁcation leaves out
other important ingredients, e.g. epistemic preconditions on acting.
The requirement of implementation in computational agents imposes speciﬁc constraints on the target game-theoretic concepts: to be eﬃciently implementable, such concepts should at least be: (1) expressive, i.e. indicative
of realistic behavior of human agents in suﬃciently typical situations (2) cognitively plausible: models should not be justiﬁable in terms of expensive epistemic
assumptions (the way common knowledge of rationality can be used to justify
1 since our agents are not necessarily human, we will use alternate names such as ”moral
agent” for this type of behavior.
2 Gintis proposes a taxonomy of behavior with three distinct types of preferences: selfregarding, other regarding and universalist; a further relevant distinction is between so-called
private and public personas, that leads to further types of behavior such as homo Parochialis,
homo Universalis and homo Vertus. See [Gin20] for further details.
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Nash equilibria [AB95]); (3) tractable: equilibria of proposed models should be
easy to specify formally, in a way that translates to eﬃcient implementations.
They should also be tractable, since boundedly rational agents are assumed to
often display them.
The purpose of this paper is to contribute to the emerging literature on nonNashian, morally inspired game theoretic concepts and, equally important, to
bring its concerns and methods to the attention of the algorithmic game theory
and multiagent systems communities in Artiﬁcial Intelligence. We are inspired
by what we believe is one of the most intriguing classes of equilibrium concepts
that can be seen as morally grounded: Kantian (a.k.a. Hofstadter) equilibria. This notion emerged from two separate lines of research converging on an
identical mathematical deﬁnition, but justifying it, however, from two very different perspectives: superrationality [Hof85, Fou20] and Kantian optimization,
respectively [Roe19].
The common framework (crisply developed, so far, for symmetric coordination games) only considers as relevant the action proﬁles where all agents choose
the same course of action, choosing the action x that, if played by everyone,
maximizes agents’ (identical) utility functions. This choice has been justiﬁed
from two very diﬀerent epistemic (and moral) positions: ﬁrst, superrationality
assumes that if rationality constrains an agent to choose a speciﬁc course of
action x, then the same reasoning compels all agents (at least in the case of
symmetric games, when all agents are positionally indistinguishable from the
original agent) to also choose x. To cite Hofstadter: ”If reasoning dictates an
answer, then everyone should independently come to that answer. Seeing this
fact is itself the critical step in the reasoning toward the correct answer [...]”.
Though superrationality does away with the assumption of counterfactual independence of Nash equilibria, it is otherwise compatible with a particular version
of homo economicus that requires some very strong assumptions on agent rationality (see [Fou20] for a discussion).
In contrast, Kantian optimization justiﬁes the limitation to symmetric proﬁles in a very diﬀerent manner: developing early ideas of Laﬀont [Laf75], Roemer
[Roe10] suggested that agents often ignore the potential for action of the other
players, acting instead according to the Kantian categorical imperative [Sed08]
”act only according to that maxim whereby you can, at the same time, will
that it should become a universal law”, that is, choose a course of action that,
if adopted by every agent, would bring all agents the highest payoﬀ. One way
to formalize this idea, employed e.g. in [AW13], is to decouple the material
payoffs agents receive in a game from their (perceived) utility, which is the one
they maximize in order to select the course of action. Speciﬁcally, assume the
given agent i plays strategy x against action proﬁle y. We will assume that
the material payoﬀ the agent receives is πi (x, y). On the other hand the utility
the agent uses to evaluate playing x may not be equal to πi (x, y) and may (in
extreme cases) have in fact nothing to do with y at all ! In particular, the utility
of a Kantian agent i playing x against action proﬁle y is
ui (x, y) = πi (x, x−i ),
3

(1)

where x−i is the action proﬁle where all agents other than i play action x as
well. In other words, the agent evaluates the desirability of action x in isolation
from the potential actions of the other players, as if choosing strategy x could
somehow ”magically” determine the other players to adopt the same strategy
[3 ]. An alternate interpretation is that π(x, x−i ) measures the extent to which
action x is ”the morally best course of action”. Such a behavior is cognitively
plausible: people often informally justify their choices in this way.
The questions we attempt to start answering in this paper are:
1. Do (mixed) Kantian equilibria, perhaps suitably extended to general games,
satisfy the requirements outlined above ?
2. (How) can one naturally extend the existing deﬁnition of (mixed) Kantian
equilibria to general games ?
3. If the answer to question 1 is negative: Can we, alternatively, deﬁne notions
of other-regarding equilibria that satisfy them ?
4. Finally: in real life agents display a continuum of behaviors between selﬁsh
and Kantian. (How) can we formalize this ?
The outline of the paper is as follows: In Section 2 we review some basic
notions. In Section 3 we obtain some further results on (and highlight some
limitations of) Kantian equilibria: ﬁrst of all, we point out that ﬁnding a mixed
Kantian equilibrium is computationally intractable even for two-player symmetric games (Theorem 2). Second, multiple Kantian equilibria may exist, and lack
of coordination on the same equilibrium may be detrimental to players, even
with all of them playing a common linear combination of Kantian actions. In
Subsections 4.1 to 4.4 we discuss the problem of extending Kantian equilibria to
non-symmetric games. We highlight problems of existing proposals, and give an
alternative one based on the concept of program equilibria. As such, our proposal inherits the problems of this concept. Given these problems, in Section 5
we propose several other-regarding equilibria [4 ]. We show (Theorem 5) that
these equilibria can be computed eﬃciently, then (Theorem 6) that they are indeed Kantian equilbria (according to our generalized deﬁnition), and that they
yield Kantian equilibria for symmetric coordination games. Finally, in Section 6
we relax the assumption that the agents are other-regarding: in the framework
we propose agents have a degree of greed, zero for Kantian agents, inﬁnite for
Nashian agents. We show (Theorem 8) how our deﬁnition applies to Prisoners’
Dilemma.
3 Frank [Fra04] refers to this as voodoo causation. Elster [Els17] argues that Kantian optimization seems to be rooted in a form of magical thinking, ”causing agents to act on the
belief (or act as if they believed) that they can have a causal influence on outcomes that are
effectively outside their control”.
4 Generally self-regarding and moral behavior are not regarded as equivalent; counterexamples exist, [Ran64]; however, it’s fair to say that such positions are controversial, and somewhat marginal. In contrast, moral and other-regarding behaviors are more closely related,
with other-regarding behavior often a consequence of moral play.
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2

Preliminaries

We assume knowledge of basic results of game theory at the level of a textbook such as, e.g. [OR94], in particular with concepts such as normal form
games, best response strategy, and mixed (Nash) equilibria. All the games G
we consider are normal form and, unless mentioned otherwise, have identical
action sets ActG for all players. Given a ﬁnite set S, we will deﬁne ∆(S) to
be the set of probabilityPdistributions on s. Elements of ∆(S) are functions
c(i) = 1. ∆n := ∆({1, 2, . . . , n}) is, geometrically, a
c : S → [0, 1] satisfying
i∈S

(n − 1)-dimensional simplex. When G is a normal-form game and k a player in
the game we will denote by ∆kG the set of mixed actions available to player k,
identiﬁed with some simplex ∆n with a suitable dimension. We will occasionally
drop k from the notation and simply write ∆G instead when the player is clear
from the context, or when all agents have the same action set.
Given vectors x = (x1 , . . . , xn ) and y = (y1 , . . . , yn ), we say that x dominates y iﬀ xi ≥ yi for all i = 1, . . . , n. The domination is strict if at least
one inequality is. When comparing (mixed) action proﬁles a and b, the domination relation may apply to the vectors of agent utilities (u1 (a), . . . , un (a))
and (u1 (b), . . . , un (b)), respectively. Action proﬁles that are strictly dominated
may be assumed not to occur in game play. A stronger form of rationality is
individual rationality. We refrain from giving a formal deﬁnition (referring, e.g.,
to [Fou20]), but in a nutshell individual rationality discards those action proﬁles
in which some agent gets a utility lower than what he could guarantee for itself
independently of other players.
A game with identical action sets is diagonal if every pure action proﬁle
is dominated by some proﬁle on the diagonal, i.e. the set of action proﬁles
where all players play the same action. A particular class of diagonal games
are coordination games, those where all player utilities are zero outside of the
diagonal. Such a game is symmetric if, additionally, agent utilities are identical
for all action proﬁles on the diagonal.
Definition 1. Let G be a symmetric game. A Kantian (Hofstadter) equilibrium
(action) is a pure strategy xopt that maximizes the material payoff of the agent,
should everyone play similarly. Formally xopt = argmax[π(x, x, . . . , x) : x ∈
ActG ]. A Kantian agent will play, of course, a Kantian action to maximize its
utility.
Example 1. One of the original applications of Kantian equilibria was Prisoners’ Dilemma, whose payoff matrix we reproduce in Figure 1 a. Kantian equilibria provide an elegant solution to the paradox. Indeed, while the unique Nash
equilibrium is (D,D), Kantian agents will coordinate on action profile (C,C), as
jointly selecting action C is giving them a higher payoff than D.
Kantian equilibria are easiest to justify for symmetric diagonal games, since
in this case Kantian equilibria dominate all other action proﬁles, and can be
properly seen as ”best course of action for all”. There are symmetric (nondiagonal) games, though, where no pure strategy Kantian equilibrium is adequate,
5

Player 1 C
D

Player 2
C
D
2, 2 0, 3
3, 0 1, 1

Player 1 B
S

Player 2
B
S
2, 1 0, 0
0, 0 1, 2

Figure 1: a. Prisoners’ Dilemma. b. Bach or Stravinsky.
and which seem to compel us to considering mixed-strategy Kantian equilibria.
A convincing example is Hofstadter’s ”Platonia’s Dilemma” [Hof85], a special
case of the market entry games of Selten and Güth [SG82]:
Definition 2. n agents (say, n = 20) are offered to win a prize. Agents may
choose to send their name to a referee. An agent wins the prize if and only if it
is the only one submitting their name: if zero or at least two agents send
their names then noone wins anything.
It is easy to see that both pure strategies, sending/not sending their name,
are equally bad if adopted by all agents: they get zero payoﬀ. A better option
is to allow independent randomization:
Definition 3. Given a game G with identical actions, a mixed Kantian agent
will choose a mixed strategy X OP T ∈ ∆G that maximizes its expected utility,
should everyone play X. For two-player symmetric games with game matrix A
X OP T = argmax{y T Ay : y ∈ ∆G }

(2)

The mixed Kantian equilibrium in Platonia Dilemma is given by the following:
Lemma 1. The probabilistic strategy where each agent independently submits
their name with probability p, so that the expected number of agents submitting
their name is 1, brings an expected profit to every agent equal to p(1 − p)n−1 .
This quantity is maximized for p = n1 . Thus the strategy with p = n1 is a mixed
Kantian equilibrium.
Proof. Let f (p) = p(1 − p)n−1 . f ′ (p) = (1 − p)n−1 − (n − 1)p(1 − p)n−2 =
(1 − p)n−2 (1 − np), so f is increasing on [0, 1/n] and decreasing on [1/n, 1].

3

Limitations of Kantian Equilibria

We next note some properties of Kantian equilibria. They are mostly negative:
ﬁnding a mixed Kantian equilibrium is intractable. Also, Kantian equilibria are
vulnerable to miscoordination.
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3.1

The Computational Complexity of Mixed Kantian Equilibria

First we make an easy observation concerning the computational complexity of
mixed Kantian equilibria in symmetric two player games. To our knowledge this
has not been discussed before. A simple note: such equilibria are guaranteed to
exist, since the (n − 1)-dimensional simplex of mixed strategies is a compact set
and the common utility function is continuous.
Finding a mixed Kantian equilibrium is easy in symmetric coordination
games, as all such equilibria coincide with pure Kantian equilibria.
Theorem 1. Consider a symmetric coordination game. Then mixed Kantian
equilibria coincide with pure Kantian equilibria. Consequently one can compute
mixed Kantian equilibria in polynomial time.
P
P
P
Proof. E[p] = i,j ai,j pi pj ≤ maxai,i i,j pi pj = maxi ai,i ( k pk )2 = maxi ai,i .
Note that the Platonia Dilemma game with n = 2 shows that the result
is not true for general symmetric games. This is no coincidence: as soon as
we move beyond two-player symmetric coordination games, ﬁnding (or merely
detecting) the optimal mixed strategy becomes in fact intractable:
Theorem 2. The following problem is NP-hard:
INPUT: A two-player symmetric game G, and an aspiration level r ∈ Q.
TO DECIDE: Is there a mixed strategy profile x = (x1 , . . . , xN ) such that the
utility of every player under mixed action x1 a1 + x2 a2 + . . . + xm am is at least
r?
Proof. An easy restatement of the problem of detecting a mixed Kantian equilibrium x = (x1 , . . . , xN ) is the following continuous quadratic optimization
problem:

max(xT Ax)

x1 + . . . + xN = 1
(3)

x1 , . . . , xN ≥ 0.

This is a problem that has been called [Bom98] the standard quadratic optimization problem, and has been investigated substantially in the global optimization literature (see e.g. [Bom97]). A beautiful result due to Motzkin
and Straus [MS65] can be restated as claiming that for symmetric games whose
payoﬀ matrix is the adjacency matrix of a graph g, if f is the optimum of prob1
lem (3) then 1−f
is the size of the maximum clique in g. Deciding whether such
a restricted game has a Kantian equilibrium with payoﬀ at least r is equivalent
to deciding whether the maximum clique in the associated graph has size at
1
. This latter problem is, of course, NP-complete.
least 1−r
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Player 1 D
E

C
5, 5
6, 3
2, 1

Player
D
3, 6
4, 4
3, 6

2
E
1, 2
6, 3
5, 5

Player 1 B
S

Player 2
B
S
6, 1 0, 0
0, 0 3, 2

Figure 2: a. A game with multiple Kantian equilibria. b. Modiﬁed Bach or
Stravinsky.

3.2

Multiple Equilibria and miscoordination

Optimal diagonal action proﬁles may fail to be unique. If the agents are not
communicating (and no implicit coordination mechanisms are acting, e.g., one of
the action proﬁles being a focal point, such as in the Hi-Lo game from [Bac06]),
agents may reach a suboptimal action proﬁle due to their lack of coordination on
the same optimal action: Consider, indeed, the game in Figure 2. In this game
(C, C) and (E, E) are equally good pure (and mixed) Kantian equilibria. But if
one player plays C and the other plays E the resulting outcomes are the worst
possible for both of them, being dominated by every single possible strategy
proﬁle ! Randomizing among Kantian actions might not help either: miscoordination impacts even scenarios with a ”Kantian” ﬂavor, where players, lacking
a ”focal” Kantian equilibrium to coordinate on, play a joint mixed strategy
formed of Kantian actions only. We quantify the degradation in performance in
such a scenario as follows:
Definition 4. For a symmetric game G with strictly positive payoffs let N C be
the set of mixed action profiles whose individual strategies in their support are
all Kantian actions. The price of miscoordination of G is the ratio
p(G) = sup
a∈N C

ui (X OP T )
.
ui (a)

(4)

Because of the game symmetry the definition above does not depend on the
particular choice of player i.
The following result shows that the price of miscoordination can be arbitrarily large, and that its magnitude may be inﬂuenced by the the number of pure
Kantian equilibria:
Theorem 3. Let G be a symmetric diagonal game with k ≥ 2 players and
r ≥ 1 pure Kantian actions. Then the price of miscoordination of G is in the
range [1, rk−1 ]. Both bounds are tight and can be reached when players choose
a Kantian action uniformly at random.
Proof. The price of miscoordination is insensitive to dividing all utilities by the
same factor λ, so w.l.o.g. one may assume that the utilities agent receive on
pure Kantian equilibrium proﬁles is 1. For the mixed action a where players play
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the r Kantian actions (w.l.o.g. 1, 2, . . . , r) withP
probabilities p1 , p2 , . . . pr (which
add up to 1), its expected utility is E[ui (a)] = ui (i1 , i2 , . . . ik ) · pi1 pi2 . . . pik ≥
r
P
k
1
pki ≥ r · r1 = rk−1
, by Jensen’s inequality. The upper bound is obtained
i=1

when oﬀ-diagonal action proﬁles formed of Kantian actions only have utilities equal to 0. As for the lower bound, for
P diagonal games by domination
we
have
u
(i
,
i
,
.
.
.
i
)
≤
1,
so
E[u
(a)]
=
ui (i1 , i2 , . . . ik ) · pi1 pi2 . . . pik ≤
i
1
2
k
i
P
pi1 pi2 . . . pik = (p1 + p2 + . . . pr )k = 1. A game realizing the lower bound is
the one where agent utilities on all pure action proﬁles are equal to 1.

4

Generalizing Kantian Equilibria

The deﬁnition of Kantian equilibria makes the most sense in symmetric coordination games. A natural problem is to extend it to more general settings. In
this section we review three such possible extensions and argue that they are
not appropriate. We then give what we believe is a general (but unfortunately
ineﬀective) deﬁnition of Kantian equilibria, as symmetric program equilibria.

4.1

Hofstadter equilibria in general games

Since we are looking to extend the deﬁnition of Kantian optimization from symmetric coordination to general games, we ﬁrst note that such extensions exist
under the other paradigm employed to deﬁne Kantian equilibria, superrationality: Kant-Hofstadter equilibria have recently been extended to non-symmetric
games in [Fou20]. The so-called perfectly transparent equilibrium (PTE) relies
on the iterated elimination of strategies that are not individually rational. For
games with without ties, that is those where an agent is never indiﬀerent between two action proﬁles, Fourny proves that at most one action payoﬀ can be
a PTE. These facts suggest that one should at least consider PTE as candidates for the extension of Kantian equilibria. Unfortunately, they seem rather
unsuitable. The following are some objections against PTE:
1. A ﬁrst objection is epistemic complexity: PTE require knowledge of rationality in all possible worlds, which is stronger than common knowledge. Also,
Beard and Bail [BB94] have experimentally shown that people do not always adequately perform even two levels of iterated elimination of dominated strategies (for a review of the experimental literature see Chapter 12
of [Dha16]). The elimination process leading to a unique PTE is at least
equally (if not more) cognitively expensive, since each round is based on a
more complicated type of rationality assumption (individual rationality versus domination), also employing multiple rounds. Thus PTE are implausible
from a bounded rationality perspective.
2. A second problem of PTE is that they do not alleviate the problem of multiple
equilibria and miscoordination: Fourny [Fou20] acknowledges this problem,
and only deﬁnes PTE for games without ties, for which this issue does not
exist.
9

3. A ﬁnal, and most daunting, objection against PTE is that they produce problematic predictions: in the game in Fig. 3 (see [BDS19]), for instance, the
unique PTE is (C, C). However, (C, C) is dominated by both (C, S) and
(S, C) (and convex combinations thereof) hence it is diﬃcult to justify C as
”the action that is best for all”.

4.2

Berge Equilibria

Berge (or Berge-Zhukovsky) equilibria are another class of cooperative equilibria. Originally deﬁned in Berge’s monograph [Ber57], they were studied
in the Soviet Union [Zhu85, ZK17], while remaining relatively obscure, until recently, in the English-language literature. Formally, an action proﬁle
x∗ = (x∗1 , x∗2 , . . . x∗n ) is a Berge equilibrium if for every player i and every partial
proﬁle x−i , ui (x∗i , x−i ) ≤ ui (x∗ ). In other words, the partial proﬁle chosen by
all but one of the agents is optimal for the remaining agent, given its chosen
action.
Kantian equilibria of symmetric coordination games coincide with Berge
equilibria. One could naturally hope that this extends to general games. But
this is not the case: Even though Berge equilibria are an intriguing concept,
worthy of further investigations, sadly they are inappropriate as extensions of
Kantian equilibria. First, there are three-player games [PBF19] admitting no
mixed-strategy Berge equilibria, and deciding the existence of mixed-strategy
Berge equilibria is NP-complete [NC18]. For two-player games Berge equilibria
correspond [CKMT11] to the Nash equilibria of a modiﬁed games. In particular
the seminal existence theorem for mixed Nash equilibria guarantees the existence
of Berge equilibria in this case. Second, Berge equilibria capture indeed one
aspect of the Kantian categorical imperative, that of players choosing a course
of action that is ”best for everyone”. But they fail to explicitly capture the
other one, that of all players doing, in some sense, ”the same thing”. They are
also vulnerable to miscoordination: an example is the game Bach or Stravinsky
([OR94], see Figure 1 b.). Here the two agents may agree that they should
choose the same action, but don’t necessarily agree on which one. Nor is the
”obvious” mixed strategy 12 C + 12 S a suitable alternative. While it is the unique
Berge equilibrium, it is not a Kantian equilibrium: the expected player payoﬀ,
3
4 , is inferior to what they would get under either of (C, C) or (S, S) !

4.3

Correlated equilibria

The problem with the previous mixed strategy proﬁle arose from miscoordination. A conclusion is that one may need to give up the assumption that players
are choosing their actions independently, and assume, instead, some form of
team reasoning [Bac06] based on correlated strategy profiles, and perhaps, some
version of correlated equilibria [Aum74]. Such a choice could seem natural at
ﬁrst: Gintis [Gin09, Gin10] convincingly argues that correlated equilibria are
more natural than Nash equilibria, and can model a wide variety of social phenomena, including social norms. Also [GZ89], unlike Nash equilibria, computing
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correlated equilibria is tractable. Many of the examples of other-regarding gameplaying we give in this paper can, indeed, be modeled with correlated equilibria.
However, the mathematical deﬁnition of correlated equilibria (see e.g. [SLB09])
does not directly address the issue of ”the two agents doing the same thing”.
Also, since all Nash equilibria are correlated equilibria, some symmetric games
have correlated equilibria that can hardly be intuitively classified as ”Kantian”.
This is the case of the game chicken [OR94], whose two Nash equilibria corresponding to one player yielding to the other one are also correlated equilibria
[PR08]. This example also shows that simply eliminating strictly dominated
equilibria does not help, since it would not eliminate these ”bad” equilibria.

4.4

Kantian Program Equilibria

We propose next a deﬁnition that formalizes (a generalization of) the Kantian
imperative in a substantially more transparent way.
Let us continue with the example of the Bach or Stravinsky game. Intuitively, agents would perhaps agree that the following protocol could be called
Kantian, in that it is symmetric and both players would beneﬁt if they both
followed it: ﬂip a fair coin; if it comes out heads, they (both) play C, else they
play D.
As described, the protocol requires the centralized choice of a random bit,
but it could easily be implemented in a distributed manner by making each of
the two agents ﬂip a (fair) coin and taking their XOR. The implementation of the
protocol (given as Algorithm 4.1) is parameterized by an agent ID i ∈ {1, 2}
(not needed in this particular case) and vector (myb, otherb) of random bit
choices, one for each player, and shared between players.
Algorithm 4.1: BoS(i :: ID, myb :: BIT, otherb :: BIT )
Randomly choose a bit myb ∈ {0, 1}
communicate mybit to the other player as its otherb.
if [myb ⊕ otherb == 0]
then play C
else play D

An even more dramatic case is that of the game from Figure 3 a., where the
best outcomes are not symmetric. As seen before, in these cases it even seems
irrational for the agents to play symmetric action proﬁles, since these action
proﬁles are dominated by all the other action proﬁles ! Rather, it is plausible
that agents would agree that they need to anticoordinate, but they have diﬀerent preferences for the joint action proﬁle to coordinate upon. A solution to this
problem is to choose a random anti-coordinated proﬁle, that is jointly play what
could be denoted 21 (C, S) + 12 (S, C). As in the previous example, this course
of action can be implemented by the two agents in a distributed manner, by
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jointly playing according to the protocol in Algorithm 4.2. In this example, in
addition to the extra bit otherb communicated by the other player, the protocol
of each agent makes explicit use of the agents’ own id, i ∈ {1, 2}.

Pl. 1 C
S

Pl. 2
Pl. 2
C
S
C
D
10, 10 Pl.
100,
200
C
10,
1
0,
0
1
200, 100
6, 6D 0, 0
4, 2

Figure 3: a. An anti-coordination game.b. Modiﬁed BoS.

Algorithm 4.2: Anticoord(i :: ID, myb :: BIT, otherb :: BIT )
Randomly choose a bit myb ∈ {0, 1}
communicate myb to the other player as its otherb.
if myb ⊕ otherb ≡ i (mod 2) then play C
else play S

The intuitive conclusions of these two examples are simple: even in nonsymmetric games there may exist coordinated protocols that could properly be
called ”Kantian”. To formalize this idea we will connect Kantian optimization
to program equilibria [How88, Ten04] (see also [For09, KKLS10, vdHWW13,
LFY+ 14, BCF+ 14, Cri19, Oes19]). Brieﬂy, to every ﬁnite game in normal form
one associates an extended game. Actions in this game correspond to players
choosing programs P . Agents’ programs have access to own and other players’
program sources, and can act on them. An instruction, DO(x), with x a mixed
strategy proﬁle, allows the agent to sample actions from x. The full semantics of
program equilibria is a slight variant (modiﬁed according to the remarks below)
of the one for program equilibria in the Appendix of [Ten04]. For lack of space
we defer a full presentation to the journal version of this paper. A couple of
technical points are, however, in order:
- The model in [Ten04] does not allow explicit random choices, other than the
ones encoded via DO(·) instructions. We do. However, to enforce symmetric
behavior we will essentially disallow private randomness: all agents’ random
choices will be shared through input variables (another feature missing from
the model in [Ten04]). For the same reason, game payoﬀs will not be ”hardcoded” into the program, but given via ”oracle calls”, with parameters agent
id and strategy proﬁles. Finally, the Kantian imperative motivates the assumption that players should have the same action sets.
- The information exchanged by the agents may be numerical, but we will
assume it ”cannot mix” with numerical data considered internally in the
program. In particular we cannot compute probabilities based on such information, we cannot compare an ID (or expression based on ID’s) against
12

a probability, etc. An easy way to implement such a restriction is to assume that input variables (including ID) are typed, and ID types (or of any
other shared information) cannot be added/multiplied with/compared with
real numbers, unless real themselves. Of course, there is no restriction against
adding, multiplying, comparing pieces of input data when their types support
these operations. If we didn’t have such a restriction then we could implement
some ”weird” mixed action proﬁles by ”symmetric” programs, with agents using their ID’s to compute diﬀerent probabilities, etc.
- All agents knows their own ID and can individualize the information they
sent to other agents, but shouldn’t be able to infer the source of any other
information, in order to make the protocol symmetric. This introduces a
problem with the syntax of program equilibria for more than two players: the
symmetric Kantian program should not depend on the identity of variables
whose values are set by the other agents. One solution to this problem is
to assume the existence of a special kind of agent called mediator [MT09].
This agent receives the information from all agents, and sends to each i the
multisets of aggregated data received from other agents. This will allow us
to force notation, as in Algorithm 4.3 below, writing b1 , b2 , . . . , bn for the
arguments of the algorithm, even though, strictly speaking agent i’s program
only knows which bi is its own and which ones are not.
- Just as for of Prisoners’ Dilemma [Ten04, MT09], a Kantian agent playing
program P can make sure it is not taken advantage upon by the other players,
either alone, as in [Ten04], by reading other players’ programs (players are
translucent [CH15, HP18]) and only playing P when all do, or with the help
of a mediator. In this latter case, the mediator implements on behalf of all
players the following protocol: if all agents follow P then the mediator will
simulate P on behalf of the agent; otherwise it will play in a Nashian way.
These considerations ﬁnally allow us to propose the following
Definition 5. Given a game G with identical actions sets for all players, a
Kantian (program) equilibrium in G is a probability distribution p on the action
profiles of G that:
a. p has its support on the set of undominated strategies.
b. is implemented by a symmetric program equilibrium.
c. there exists no probability distribution q with properties a. and b. such that the
vector of expected utilities (E[ui (q)]) strictly dominates the vector (E[ui (p)]).
Point a. encodes the simple rationality condition for mixed equilibria. Point
b. and c. embody a generalized implementation of the Kantian categorical
imperative: point b. encodes the constraint of symmetric behavior, while point
c. encodes the fact that implementing p is ”the best action” for all players.
Example 2. Definition 5 allows players to obtain a better expected payoff in
Hofstadter’s Platonia’s Dilemma than the mixed strategy equilibrium, implementing the following informal strategy (Algorithm 4.3): a random agent submits its name, all other don’t.
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Theorem 4. The action profile implemented by Algorithm 4.3 is a Kantian
program equilibrium for the Platonia Dilemma game.
Proof. Points a. and b. from the deﬁnition of Kantian program equilibria are
clear, the only one that merits a discussion is point c.
The expected utility of each player under Algorithm 4.3 is equal to 1/n.
Since the sum of utilities of all players under a particular set of random choices
is equal to 1, no vector of expected utilities can strictly dominate the vector
(1/n, 1/n, . . . , 1/n) of expected utilities for the Algorithm.

Algorithm 4.3: Choose-Winner(i, b1 , b2 , . . . , bn )
Randomly
choose an integer bi ∈ Zn
Pn
if [ j=1 bj ≡ i (mod n)]
then submit i
else don’t submit anything.

5

Some computationally efficient other-regarding
equilibria

As deﬁned in the previous section, Kantian program equilibria for games with
identical action sets inherit the problems of program equilibria, and display
some new ones. Among them:
- fragility (see e.g. [Oes19]): (Kantian) program equilibria are sensitive to the
precise speciﬁcation of programs: do we insist that all agents use syntactically
identical programs, or just ones that ”do the same thing” ? See [LFY+ 14,
vdHWW13] for some attempted solutions for program equilibria that could
be adapted to our setting.
- lack of generality: Deﬁnition 5 it is only applicable to games with identical
action sets. To further generalize it one would need to specify what it means
for two agents to ”take the same course of action”. One possibility is to deﬁne
such a notion explicitly. This is what Roemer attempted, for instance, by
deﬁning multiplicative Kantian equilibria, where two players taking the same
action (in his setting by a real number, a production level ) meant multiplying
their production level by the same amount.
- lack of predictive power : when some of the agents win more than the other
ones, what does a mixed strategy proﬁle being ”best for all agents” even mean
? As we will see below, there are multiple courses of action that are Kantian
program equilibria according to Deﬁnition 5, giving diﬀerent answers to the
previous question.
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- lack of efficient computational mechanisms for finding Kantian program equilibria.
Given these objections, and with the tractability constraints outlined in the
introduction in mind, we propose in the sequel a more modest approach: Rather
than seeking a general deﬁnition of Kantian equilibria we propose instead not
one, but several notions of other-regarding equilibria. They all correspond
intuitively to real-life situations, are general, tractable, and have implementations satisfying Definition 5. Some of them were independently
suggested in [Kor16], others are ﬁrst introduced here:
Definition 6. A Rawlsian equilibrium is a probability distribution over undominated profiles that maximizes the egalitarian social welfare [CEL+ 06] (i.e. the
expected utility of the worst-off player) and is strictly dominated by no other
profile with this property. Rawlsian equilibria implement the idea of justice as
fairness [Raw01].
Example 3. We modify the BoS example by tripling the payoffs of player 1, so
that it wins more than the other player: perhaps player 1 is a classical music
lover, that gets a higher utility than the other player by going, together with
its partner, to any of the two concerts. Then (S,S) is the (unique) Rawlsian
equilibrium. Choosing such an equilibrium is an example of altruistic behavior
from player 1, since it maximizes the payoff of its non-music-lover partner.
Definition 7. A Bentham-Harsányi equilibrium is a probability distribution
over undominated profiles maximizing the sum of expected payoffs. See [Har55]
for a philosophical motivation.
Definition 8. A best-oﬀ equilibrium is a probability distribution over undominated profiles maximizing the largest expected payoff, and is strictly dominated
by no profile with this property.
Example 4. In Example 3 (B,B) is the unique Bentham-Harsányi equilibrium,
as well as the unique best-off equilibrium.
Although a best-oﬀ equilibrium does not seem ”fair”, there exist real-life situations that elicit behavior suggestive of such an equilibrium: one such example
is, for instance, members of a couple making sacriﬁces for their more successful
partner (or for a child).
So far the equilibrium notions we introduced were implicitly assuming that
player utility is given by material payoﬀs. Sometimes the frustration a player
may feel is not expressed in absolute utility terms, but in counterfactual ones,
by comparing the actual outcome with all other possible ones. There are many
ways to measure frustration. The following notion quantiﬁes the extent to which
a given proﬁle is worse for the given player than a random proﬁle.
Definition 9. The percentile index of a proﬁle a for player i is the percentage of
pure action profiles that would get i a strictly better payoff than a. We exclude
dominated profiles from the computation of the index. Players with the smallest
expected utility have percentile index 0 in Rawlsian equilibria, while for best-off
equilibria the same is true for players with the largest expected gains.
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Example 5. We modify the BoS example as shown in Figure 3 b. Then percentile indices of undominated profiles are (0, 100) for profile (C, C), and (100, 0)
for profile (D, D), respectively.
Definition 10. A Rawlsian percentile equilibrium is a profile minimizing the
largest expected percentile index among all players, and is strictly dominated by
no profile with this property.
Example 6. In Example 5, profile 21 (C, C) + 12 (D, D) is a Rawlsian percentile
equilibrium. Player 1 gets average utility 7 while player 2 gets average utility 23 .
The previous deﬁnition used a rather cognitively sophisticated notion of
agent ”happiness”. An even simpler alternative is:
Definition 11. The natural expectation point of player i is the median (over all
undominated pure strategy profiles) payoff it receives. If there are two medians
then the average value is taken. A player is happy in a pure strategy proﬁle a
iff its payoff is larger or equal than its natural expectation point and unhappy
otherwise.
An aspiration equilibrium is a mixed strategy profile that minimizes the
largest probability of unhapiness among all players and is strictly dominated
by no other profile with this property.
Example 7. Take a coordination game with payoffs (C, C) → (10, 1), (D, D) →
(9, 2), (E, E) → (8, 3), (F, F ) → (4, 7). The natural expectation points of players
2+3
are 9+8
2 = 8.5 and 2 = 2.5, respectively. The first player is happy on (C, C)
and (D, D), the second on (E, E), (F, F ). Consequently on 41 (C, C)+ 14 (D, D)+
1
1
4 (E, E)+ 4 (F, F ) the two players are happy 50% of the time and no mixed action
profile can do any better, so the profile is an aspiration equilibrium.
Unlike Kantian ones, the equilibria we deﬁned are tractable:
Theorem 5. Rawlsian, Rawlsian percentile, Bentham-Harsányi, best-off, aspiration equilibria always exist, and can be found by solving a sequence of linear
programs (hence in polynomial time in the number of players plus the number
of undominated action profiles).
Proof. In all cases we will enforce undomination using the following simple idea:
suppose we have found a set of candidate equilibria that have all desired properties except domination. Maximizing social welfare over the candidate equilibria
will give us the desired equilibrium, since the proﬁle maximizing social welfare
among candidates cannot be strictly dominated by any other one.
Indeed, let P1 , P2 , . . . , Pm be the undominated proﬁles and, for every Pj and
player i, let pi,j be the utility player i gets from proﬁle Pj . To ﬁnd a Rawlsian
equilibrium we ﬁrst solve the LP (5). This computes the egalitarian social
welfare z ∗ . Now solve system (6) . This yields a proﬁle (x∗1 , . . . , x∗m ) which, by
our observation, is a Rawlsian equilibrium. The same programs with a diﬀerent
semantics for pi,j as the percentile of Pj among undominated proﬁles from the
point of view of i, computes Rawlsian percentile equilibria.
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As for Bentham-Harsányi equilibria, we directly solve

n
m P
P


 max( ( pi,j )xj )
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 1
xi ≥ 0.

(5)

(6)

(7)

For aspiration equilibria we ﬁrst solve the program

min(z)


 P
k∈Ui xk ≤ z, i = 1, . . . , n
x
+ . . . + xm = 1

1


xi ≥ 0.
where Uk denotes action proﬁles making j unhappy to ﬁnd the smallest agent
probability of unhappiness. We then maximize (using another LP) social welfare
over agents realizing the minimum. For best-oﬀ equilibrium the algorithm is
somewhat more complicated: ﬁrst, for every player i = 1, . . . , n the program (8)
yields the largest payoﬀ yi∗ player i could get. If yj∗ = max(yi∗ : i = 1, . . . , n) is
the global optimum then the program (9) ﬁnds the largest social welfare when
agent j reaches its optimal value. Maximizing the social welfare over all such
optimal j’s gives the best-oﬀ equilibrium.
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Theorem 6. Rawlsian, Bentham-Harsányi, best-off, Rawlsian percentile, aspiration equilibria are all Kantian program equilibria.
Proof Sketch. We sketch the proof for Bentham-Harsányi equilibria only, the
details for the other type of equilibria are entirely similar, and deferred to the
journal version. It is clear that all the agents could independently compute the
optimum solution to the LP problem (7) and then act accordingly. The problem
is that, to make the equilibrium Kantian, one needs to ”synchronize” the independent executions of the LP-solving program. This can be accomplished by
(a). agents agreeing on a random permutation xσ(1) , . . . , xσ(n) of the variables.
(b). then independently solving the LP by implementing the same algorithm,
and (c). Jointly sampling a pure action according to the computed solution.
For point (b). one needs to choose an algorithm that acts deterministically
given a concrete instance and variable ordering (xσ(1) , . . . , xσ(n) ). For instance,
one could choose the simplex algorithm with deterministic pivoting rules (e.g.
Bland’s rule, etc.) that are guaranteed to complete. Point (c). can be easily
achieved by each agent choosing a random real in [0,1], computing s, the sum of
these numbers (mod 1), and using s to (jointly) sample a pure action according
to the computed probabilities. It remains to show how to implement point (a) in
a ”symmetric” way. This is easy: to generate σ(1) agent i chooses a random sample Xi,1 ∈ Zn and we let σ(1) = 1 + ⊕ni=1 Xi,1 . To generate σ(k): agent i chooses
a random sample Xi,k ∈ Zn−k and we let τ (k) = ⊕ni=1 Xi,k . Deﬁne σ(k) as the
(τ (k)+1)’th integer in 1, 2, . . . , n not equal to one of σ(1), σ(2), . . . , σ(k −1).
We call an equilibrium point extremal if it cannot be written as a nontrivial convex combination of other (similar) equilibria. We next show that
extremal self-regarding equilibria generalize Kantian pure equilibria. Extremality is needed, since our equilibria are closed under convex combinations but
Kantian ones are not. Because of Thm. 2 no similar connection is likely for
mixed Kantian equilibria:
Theorem 7. In symmetric diagonal games Rawlsian, Bentham-Harsányi, bestoff, Rawlsian percentile, aspiration equilibria coincide with convex combinations
of Kantian pure equilibria.
Proof Sketch. Because of domination only pure action proﬁles on the diagonal
need to be considered. By symmetry, optimizing the worst-oﬀ utility or the
social welfare over mixed proﬁles with diagonal pure strategies in the support is
equivalent to maximizing the best-oﬀ utility, which implies that all pure action
proﬁles in the support of Rawlsian (Bentham-Harsányi, best-oﬀ) equilibria are
Kantian. The converse is easily seen to be true. A similar argument works for
Rawlsian percentile and aspiration equilibria.

6

Agents with bounded greed

So far we have assumed that people are other-regarding. In reality people are
not unrestricted optimizers, nor are they perfect Kantian moralists. Alger and
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Weibull [AW13] attempted to interpolate between utilitarian agents and Kantian ones, by deﬁning homo moralis to be an agent whose utility has the form
ui (x, y) = (1 − k)π(x, y) + kπ(x, x), where k ∈ [0, 1] is the so-called degree of
morality of the agent. They showed that evolutionary models with assortative
mixing and incomplete information favor a particular kind of homo moralis,
those whose degree of morality coincides with the degree of assortativity of
the matching process. Interesting as this result is, it has some weaknesses.
For instance [AW13], homo moralis behaves like homo economicus in Prisoners’ Dilemma and all constant-sum games when k 6= 1. In other words, agent
behavior is not sensitive to the degree of morality, as long as the agent is not
Kantian.
We give (for symmetric games, but the idea can be extended to Kantian
program equilibria) a deﬁnition with the same overall intention, but capturing
a slightly diﬀerent agent behavior:
Definition 12. Let λ ∈ [1, ∞]. An agent is called λ-utilitarian if, for every
action profile (ai , b), its utility ui (ai , b) is:
- πi (ai , (ai )−i ) if ai is a Kantian action.
- 0 if ai is not Kantian and πi (ai , b) ≤ λ · πi (X OP T ),
- πi (a, b) if ai is not Kantian and πi (ai , b) ≤ λ · πi (X OP T ).
In other words, a λ-utilitarian agent prefers to deviate from its Kantian action
X OP T only if the utility it obtains as a consequence of this action would be
1
will be called the greed index of
more than λ times larger. The number λ−1
agent i. The agent is called bounded greed when its greed index is finite. Purely
utilitarian agents have infinite greed. Kantian agents have greed index zero.
The next result gives an empirically plausible way that bounded greed agents
behave diﬀerently from utilitarian/Kantian ones:
Theorem 8. All pure action profiles in Prisoners’ Dilemma are Nash equilibria
of agents with varying degrees of greed.
Proof. Bounded-greed agents still coordinate on the Kantian equilibrium (C, C)
as long as both their greed indices are < 2 (i.e. they would need at least a twofold
increase in payoﬀ to deviate). If one of them has greed index < 2 and the other
one has greed index ≥ 2, then the latter one will defect. If both agents have
greed indices ≥ 2, then they will coordinate, just as if utilitarian agents would
do, on the Nash equilibrium (D, D).

7

Conclusions

Our main contribution is bringing Kantian equilibria (and related concepts)
to the attention of agent community, showing that this notion is theoretically
interesting, but that the road to implementable behaviors goes through less
general equilibrium concepts.
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Many of the notions we introduced, on the other hand, including Kantian
program equilibria and bounded greed agents, are interesting and deserve further study. So does the connection between correlated equilibria and Kantian
program equilibria: in many of the examples that we gave Kantian program
equilbria were simply ”fair” convex combinations of correlated equilibria.
Finally, many open problems remain: Can we ﬁnd algorithms for our otherregarding equilibria that bypass the need for solving multiple LP’s ? Is the
problem from Theorem 2 NP-complete (i.e. in NP) ? What is the appropriate
notion of equilibrium for bounded greed agents ? What is its computational
complexity ?
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